1999 acura tl alternator

A bad alternator can leave your Acura TL without power and unable to move. The battery stores
enough voltage to be able to start the engine without the assistance of an alternator. It is turned
by a serpentine belt. Most of the time, when replacing an alternator, the alternator itself is
relatively affordable. Here are the most common symptoms of a bad alternator in a Acura TL:.
The battery light is designed to tell you that there is not enough voltage to properly charge the
battery, or that the battery itself is not holding the proper voltage. In rare occasions the service
engine soon light may light up. Outside of the battery warning light, a dead battery is the most
common symptom of a bad alternator. As the alternator can no longer supply your TL with an
adequate power supply, it will begin to feed off of the reserve in the battery. Once this battery
reserve hits a certain level, the vehicle will begin to run erratically and will no longer start when
the key is turned. Often, the battery light will come on, the alternator gets replaced, and then a
few days later the vehicle dies. Nearly any auto parts store will test your battery for free to see if
it holds a charge. As the ignition system is no longer able to produce a full powered spark, the
engine will begin to sputter and stall. If you find yourself in a position where you suspect that
your voltage is dropping, but you need to safely get off the highway, turn off everything that you
possibly can. That will allow all of the limited voltage in the battery to go to the ignition system.
Dimming headlights are one of the most common signs of a bad alternator in the Acura TL. As
your TL begins to eat through the voltage stored in the battery, the headlights will begin to fade.
Many accessories in a vehicle require quite a bit of voltage. Heated seats, the blower motor,
power windows, and even the radio will work erratically or not work at all when the alternator is
bad. Some alternators go bad right away, and some slowly lose their ability to charge under
heavy loads. The ones that fail completely are easy to diagnose. The battery drains and you are
stuck with a vehicle that goes nowhere. The challenge is diagnosing an alternator that is just
not quite charging like it needs to be. You can easily diagnose it with almost any multimeter.
They should get brighter after the engine starts, since the voltage is increasing by almost 2
volts. Now with the engine idling, rev it up a little bit. Did the headlights get brighter as you
increase the RPM? This is a very strong indication that the alternator has in fact gone bad. This
test depends a lot on you to notice very subtle differences in lighting. It should not be used in
substitute for checking the voltage as described directly above. Over the life of any vehicle, the
alternator is going to go bad. Good luck diagnosing the alternator in your TL. If there is anything
that you would like to add, please leave a comment below. Here are the most common
symptoms of a bad alternator in a Acura TL: A typical alternator Battery Light The battery light
is designed to tell you that there is not enough voltage to properly charge the battery, or that
the battery itself is not holding the proper voltage. Dead Battery Outside of the battery warning
light, a dead battery is the most common symptom of a bad alternator. Dim headlights Dimming
headlights are one of the most common signs of a bad alternator in the Acura TL. Electric
Accessory Issues Many accessories in a vehicle require quite a bit of voltage. Acura TL Bad
Alternator Diagnosis Some alternators go bad right away, and some slowly lose their ability to
charge under heavy loads. A multi-meter is the most effective tool for diagnosing a bad
alternator Get a multimeter. Set it to read voltage. With the engine off, you should get a reading
somewhere between If you got Now, assuming that the alternator was producing over 14 volts,
go ahead and turn on the headlights, air conditioner, radio, and any other accessory you can
think of, and run the same test all over again. Conclusion Over the life of any vehicle, the
alternator is going to go bad. Hi i have a acura tl and my alternator seized up on me im just
wondering if anyome knows what other vehicle is compatible with my car for an alternator
swap. Between other Acura TL's and Honda Accords, go onto a parts store website and crossreference the part numbers and see if they match. I have a acura Tl took to change the radiator
when I went to pick it up the anti theft have engaged it won't start I put in the key I turn the key
to start the car it tries to start it would I have a Acura TL Now it's not turning over and making
no noise at all. I got into a car accident and my cars subframe bent Acura TL base model 3. I
need to get a new subframe. The problem I am currently facing is which subframe to get. I have
two o My Acura TL 3. I live basically pay check to paycheck as I don't have much money to take
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